Juniper Research Future Digital Awards Platinum, Giesecke+Devrient IoT Payment Innovation – Expert opinion: Wearable Payments
Juniper Research Lead Analyst Nick Maynard conducted the below interview with Jukka Yliuntinen, Head of Digital Solutions at G+D in June 2021.

What capabilities has G+D developed in the contactless payments space?
Jukka: We have been in the payments industry for more than 160 years, from cash to plastic cards, to magstripe cards and chip cards, and to the digital payment solutions. For us, as a provider of dual interface cards – contactless cards – which enable a contact interface too, we see huge a migration going contactless across all markets. The US, for example, has seen a big effort by the issuers to roll out dual interface cards. Other markets have seen the same happen.

Looking at digital wallets, it is the same thing. We can see a real bump in usage from late March early April of last year, going strong onwards. All our customers use HCE (Host Card Emulation) for their contactless digital wallets, and the increase in volumes has saturated a bit now more than a year in the pandemic, but the trend is still strong: digital wallets are here to stay!

Also from a revenue perspective, the growth rate hits an all-time high, which has had a positive impact not only on our customers’ businesses but also on ours. Another growth topic is payment-enabled wearables. We provide digital solutions for the actual wearables, so that device makers can offer payments with their wearables, with the payment credentials securely stored.

There is a huge demand for this by the wearable vendors, who are bringing new devices into the market, wanting competitive advantages. But also from users, who already have adopted wearables as a means for ‘something’ now also wanting a payment feature implemented for a simplistic way to pay.

The technology behind it is based on tokenization, a by now well established, interoperable and mature way of securing payment credentials, where we are enablers for market-leading payment providers already, such as the X-Pays and banking wallets and eCommerce, to wearable device makers and even in-car payments.

Contactless mobile and cards tend to be what people immediately think of for contactless payments. What are some of the other, innovative contactless payments form factors that G+D support?
Jukka: We think there is a market demand for wearables – we see many device makers, who typically make wearables like fitness trackers, health trackers or just pure watches, including a more static standalone payment solution. All this can be added to other form factors like jewelry, rings and even clothing, whatever makes sense for the use case.

Sports is a good example: people don’t want to carry a wallet, they may not even want a mobile, you have your wearable, or you may even have payment integrated in your jogging jersey or something similar. There is a demand for this segment, and we provide these solutions for instance to Swatch, and enable their solution SwatchPay, where the watch owner easily can pay with their trendy watches – all contactless.
This is a nice use case for them, because it keeps them relevant in the eyes of their customers, and especially the segment they are focusing on, where they are targeted at sports and active users. These types of devices already have their payment feature in them when you buy it, but another use case is to enable payments in already existing devices, maybe months after a purchase. This is for example done by using your mobile phone and NFC, to personalize the payment credentials into these devices. With such possibilities, it makes these devices much more diverse in terms of payment.

What makes G+D’s contactless payments solution different to others in the space?

Jukka: We are a technology company providing solutions and enablers for our customers in the B2B environment, and the core in this is the G+D security. We don’t want users to worry about the security – they shouldn’t even have to think about it. They can confidentially use their payment solutions, knowing there is a state-of-the-art security technology, all happening in the background. Our biggest value proposition is how to bring security and ease of use together, and this is probably the biggest dilemma when it comes to implementing secure payments. You can build a world that is 100% secure, but difficult to use. The key is to know how to enable a beautiful customer experience and still offer safe and secure payments, which are the foundation for creating confidence and trust when it comes to pay.

To start with, for instance, contactless payments, there was a lot of hesitation for users around security: ‘Is this secure? Can anyone eavesdrop and steal my payment data while I’m doing this?’ To convey a truly secure payment experience, you need to remove borders and concerns any customer may have.

At the end of the day, it is about assuring that the payment credentials are safe, and be transparent around how to enable payments and how to manage sensitive data and credentials throughout its lifecycle – whether it is a chip card or digital wallet, and regardless of form factor. All this is the combination G+D brings with, thanks to our long history in payments.

What do you see the future of contactless payments as?

Jukka: We will see an increase of use of digital wallets in various form factors, and the way we use them will evolve too. For example, an integrated digital wallet into your wearable, where you just walk into the shop, pick your product, present your wearable to a scanner on the shelf, walk out, and your goods already paid for without you having to use a terminal. Amazon Go’s shopping experience, where payment is integrated into the journey, is very similar to this, but is based on Card on File, and not tokenization. But these kinds of customer journeys, are great use cases for integrating contactless payments and adding value.

Featuring this payment means a conscious decision by the consumer to make the payment, with the user deciding with what form factor to use for same payment – be a wearable built into the clothing or a mobile wallet, tap and pay with a card. Leaving the control to the customer, how and when to pay. This the direction we are going towards, to give the control to the customer. But how far and how fast it all happens depends on merchants capabilities, renewal cycles of POS terminals, and development of new capacities for mobile phones.

For sure, contactless payment will be growing, and in the future we might not even have an act of payment anymore: The actual payment is connected with how you identify yourself and based on that you can make a payment that is not linked to a card. Same scenario as when you do a real-time payment and P2P payments. Here we see a lot of pilots and initiatives happening as we speak.

Want to know why we won not only one but two Juniper Awards? Check out our award-winning solutions for secure tokenized Digital Payments:
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